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Editors Spot

Perhaps not surprisingly the
weather was not so good for the

partial solar eclipse on June 10th.
Not actually wet, mind, but enough

cloud cover to dent the spirits. However
for a brief time before the end of the eclipse there
was some thinning of the cloud which made an
attempt to capture it with my iPhone a possibility. I
had thought that the cloud might be enough of a
filter, but the shots came out poor, so I dug out a solar filter I had made for a
camera lens for the 1999 total eclipse and held in front of the the phone lens.
And not a great result (at right) but I did manage a record of the event.

I had hoped to capture the eclipse with my Lunt solar scope, but on the run-up I
found the views were very poor through it. I discovered a problem with one of the
internal filters, with an easy replacement solution. But it took a couple of weeks
to arrive, so it was out of action for the eclipse. But the replacement filter arrived
and my Lunt is now restored to action. Still the weather has been poor though,
with just a couple of chances to use it. Finger crossed that situation will change
over the summer.

Clear, dark skies, Callum

Our New Events Organiser - Rachel Coburn
Hi, I'm Rachel and I've recently taken over the role of
organising events. I've been a member of the society for a
couple of years and learnt so much coming to previous
events with my daughter. Radio astronomy is one area of
interest that I'm looking to explore further so expect to
see it on the agenda soon. Please do contact me if you
have any talks, you'd like to give our members or if you'd
like to help me with our events. If you have any topics that
you'd like me to include for future events, please get in
touch and I'll do my best. I look forward to meeting you all
in person when we can.
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The long summer evenings make
observational astronomy very difficult

at these latitudes. Normally we could
console ourselves with the ability to
socialise together instead, but the
ongoing pandemic has largely put paid to
that for a bit longer. Perhaps by the end
of July the restrictions will be lifted, but
we will have to wait and see.

Meetings in Shurdington Hall

Many of you may be wondering when the
Society will be re-opening its doors at
Shurdington again and allowing face to
face meetings. As soon as I can be sure
of timings, I will let all members know.
Currently, the hall has not informed us
that it is opening yet. Our July meeting
has had to be a Zoom meeting and we
expect that the August members night
will similarly have to be done on Zoom.
It is possible that we may be able to open
in September, but I cannot make any
promises as yet. So please watch this
space and check your CAS emails.

Events Organiser

At our last monthly meeting we
appointed Rachel Coburn as the new
events organiser and we are most
grateful to her for taking on the role after
Mark and Denise Gibbons had to stand
down due to ill health. I am sure that all
members would join with me in saying
an enormous thank you to Mark and
Denise for all the hard work and loyal
service they have given the Society over
many years. On a personal level, I have
to say that their support was an
enormous help to me when I took on the
role of Coordinator and I value their
friendship. I am sure you want me to
wish them all the very best for a recovery
soon and to express our ongoing concern
for them both.

Rachel has now made an excellent start
in the role and is planning speakers for
the upcoming months. However, I know
that she would very much welcome

suggestions for speakers from any
members who know of someone who
would be able to give a talk. That does,
of course, include our own membership.
I am sure there is a pool of talent
amongst our members and some that
could research and give a talk to
members. Any ideas and suggestions for
speakers should be passed on to Rachel
at events@cotswoldas.org.uk

We would welcome a few more
members to offer to do short 15-20
minute talks for our members night in
August, so please get in touch with
Rachel as soon as possible.

Membership

If any regular members have not renewed
membership due to an oversight, I
strongly urge you to contact Malcolm
Mitchell, the membership secretary as
soon as possible at
membersec@cotswoldas.org.uk. Those
who have not renewed will soon have to
be removed from the mailing list. We
would not want to lose you!

While renewals have been good, our
membership is down a little on this time
last year, but we are attracting some
interest from a few new members. Please
do your bit by promoting the society
whenever you get the chance.

Observing

At this time of year we usually have to
concentrate on observing the Moon,
planets, the Sun or look for noctilucent
clouds. Deep sky objects are hard to
observe as astronomical twilight persists
all night. However, as summer
progresses, opportunities for dark skies
will improve. For those who like to
undertake deep sky astrophotography, I
hope you will be able to produce some of
your great images soon.

I look forward to seeing a great many of
you at our monthly meetings and
sincerely hope that we will soon be able
to safely meet face to face again in the
hall at Shurdington.

Coordinators Report
By Neil Havard
(Coordinator)
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July 2021

4th : Mercury reaches greatest western
elongation (210) and is well north of the
celestial equator, making this a much
more favourable apparition as it will be
higher in the sky.

13th : Mars will be about 0.50 S of
Venus, but may be hard to see in the
twilight.

Throughout the month Venus will
become more prominent, although it will
not change much in size or brightness.

Saturn is now rising well before
midnight, but is still very low in the sky,
with a declination of -170. Jupiter is
some 150 further east, but is also visible
by midnight. It is also still fairly low in
the sky though.

Late in the month, start watching out for
Perseid meteors. Once the Moon is well
out of the way, this could be a very
favourable display.

The Delta Aquarid meteor shower also
peaks on the 31st, but moonlight is likely
to blot out these faint meteors. However,
keep an eye open for them in the south.

Moon Phases: Last Q: 1st, New: 10th,
First Q: 17th, Full: 21st, Last Q: 31st

August 2021

2nd : Saturn reaches opposition and is
visible throughout the night. Like the
previous year, you will need a clear
southern horizon to see it well or get any
photos. Its declination gets a little worse
to -190, making it even lower at this
time. The rings are tilted at about 180
and make it a lovely sight. Do try some
photos if you have the kit. It peaks at
magnitude +0.2 and so is like a typical
bright(ish) star. However, like other
planets, you will notice that it does not
twinkle.

12th: Perseid meteor shower reaches its
maximum. The maximum rate (ZHR) can
reach 80. These are fast meteors with
many leaving bright, persistent trails. As
the Moon is well out of the way at this
time, this should be a very favourable
display. These displays are often better
after midnight. The radiant is in Perseus.

20th : Jupiter reaches opposition and
will be visible all night. Although still
rather low in the sky, it will be
significantly higher than the 2020
opposition, making it easier to observe
and photograph. It will be the brightest
object in the night sky, apart from the
Moon, so you can’t miss it.

Moon Phases: New: 8th, First Q:
15th, Full: 22nd, Last Q: 30th

Dates for your diary
By Neil Havard

Discord
We have recently created a new means of joining in discussion with other
members, particularly while we are not meeting in person. There is a group on the
Discord platform with several sub-groups for specific topics. Please use this link to
join: https://discord.gg/MJnuQGgss8 This is an instant messaging app that is
available for PC and mobile phones. Group discussions can take place as well as
private chats between friends on the platform.

The good thing about this facility is it is not associated with Facebook, Google or
Microsoft. Any problems encountered in joining, or questions about using it,
please direct your queries to Dave, at webmaster@cotswoldas.org.uk
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The constellations of Ursa Major and
Ursa Minor are linked with the fate

of Callisto and her child, Arcas.

Callisto was the daughter of the King of
Arcadia and one of the companions of
Artemis, goddess of hunting. Artemis
expected all of her followers to remain
virgins, but Zeus seduced Callisto, whom
he particularly admired. Hera (Zeus’s
wife) noticed that Callisto was pregnant
and changed her into a bear and got
Artemis, not knowing this, to hunt her.
She was saved by Zeus. Callisto’s child,
Arcas, became King of the Arcadians.
One day while out hunting he met the
bear who was his mother and, ignorant of
her fate, was about to kill her when she
revealed her true nature to him. So Zeus
gave them both the shape of a bear and
placed them in the sky as the Great and
Little Bear.

Four constellations are linked to the
labours of Heracles (Hercules to the
Romans). They are Hercules himself,
Leo the lion,Hydra and Cancer the crab.

Heracles was the son of Zeus and
Alcmene, wife of Amphitryon of
Mycenae. When Zeus announced that he

was to have a son who would be called
Heracles (“Glory of Hera”) and rule the
noble House of Perseus as king of
Mycenae and later become immortal, his
wife Hera (who naturally knew the child
was not hers) was understandably
annoyed. She made Zeus swear an
unbreakable oath that the first prince
born to the House of Perseus should be
High King of Mycenae. She then
arranged for Heracles’ birth to be delayed
in order that Eurystheus, son of the king
of Mycenae, should be born first.
Although Zeus could not go back on his
word, he persuaded Hera to agree that,
after performing whatever twelve labours
Eurystheus set him, his son should
become a god. Hera set out to make
them impossible for a mortal man, but
Heracles had help from other gods and
goddesses.

The first labour that Eurystheus set him
was to kill and flay the Nemean lion, an
enormous beast with a pelt proof against
iron, bronze and stone which had been
laying waste the Kingdom of Nemea.
Having failed to kill it with arrows, a
sword or his club, Heracles wrestled with
the lion and strangled it, taking its skin
back to Mycenae. Zeus commemorated

Greek myths and the constellations - part 3
By Alan Jordan
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this great act of heroism when he place
the image of the defeated lion in the sky.

The second labour was the destruction of
the Lernean hydra. The hydra had a huge
dog-like body with many snaky heads
(some say seven, some fifty, some a
hundred) one of which was immortal
(Hera did not believe in making things
easy!). It was so venomous that its
breath, or the smell of its tracks, could
destroy life. Athene gave him advice on
how to do this. When Heracles arrived at
the hydra’s cave, he forced it to emerge
by pelting it with burning arrows and
then held his breath while he caught
hold of it. But the monster twined round
his feet, trying to trip him up. In vain did
he batter its heads with his club – when
on was crushed, two or three grew in its
place. An enormous crab came out of the
swamp where the hydra lived in order to

help it and nipped Heracles’ foot.
Heracles stamped on it and killed it. He
called on Iolaus, his charioteer, to help.
He set fire to the grove near the hydra’s
cave and the, to prevent the hydra from
sprouting new heads, seared their roots
with blazing branches. Heracles
meanwhile used his sword to cut off the
hydra’s immortal head, part of which was
made of gold, and buried it. The carcass
he disembowelled and dipped his arrows
in the gall. Henceforth, the least wound
from one of them was invariably fatal. In
reward for the crab’s services, Hera set its
image Mong the twelve signs of the
Zodiac. Eurystheus would not count this
labour as completed by Heracles because
Iolaus had helped him. Zeus
commemorated all the mighty acts of
Herakles by placing his constellation in
the sky together with his opponent, the
hydra.
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Meteor Showers and Fireballs
By John Harris

Ameteor shower occurs when the Earth
passes through a stream of debris left

behind by a comet. The bits of rocks and
dust are drawn into the Earth’s
atmosphere by its gravitational force
where they burn up and create fiery
streaks across the sky.

The Southern Delta Aquariid Meteor
Showers are active between 13th July
and 24th August peaking on 30th July.
There is some uncertainty regarding its
origin but recently Comet 96P/Macholz
has been identified as the likely source of
the meteor shower. The comet has a
diameter of 4 miles and takes just over 5
years to complete one orbit of the Sun.
To observe look South.

The Perseid Meteor Showers are active
between 16th July and 23rd August
peaking on 12/13th August and are one
of the highlights of the year for many
meteor hunters. It is called the Perseids
because the meteors appear to originate
from the constellation of Perseus and are
caused by the Earth moving through the
debris left behind by comet 109P/Swift-
Tuttle. To observe look North East.

Fireballs

The Alpha Capricornids “Yellow Slow

Fireballs” are active between 2 July and
14th August peaking on 30th July. This
shower has infrequent but relatively
bright meteors, with some fireballs and
an estimated maximum of 5 per hour. A
fireball is an unusually bright meteor and
can be in a variety of sizes.

The reader may be familiar with the
fireball meteorite that landed on the
driveway of a house in Winchcombe
during March. Do not expect more
meteorites to drop on driveways during
this period - the Winchcombe meteorite
weighing 300 grams was the first to be
recovered for 30 years. To observe look
South East.

This splendid picture of the Milky Way was made by Abby Moule a prospective new
member. Abby writes “The image was taken on the old A40 near Hampnett, looking
back over Northleach in April 2021.

It’s five frames of 15 lights and 10 darks each, stacked and then stitched using
Sequator and Capture One. 125 images in total. F2, iso 6400, 20” Sony A7iii with
Laowa 15mm.
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A Different View of Recent Solar Eclipse
By James Weightman

To get a clearer view of the complex geometry of the partial solar eclipse of 2021
June 10, it was decided to boldly go to the centre of Sun(!) and look back at the Earth
with the aid of the Celestia (*) 3D space simulator program. The Moon can then be
seen in transit across the rotating face of the Earth.

In the course of approximately three and a half hours the Moon passes in front of the
northernmost part of the Earth’s globe. Perfect alignment, in this case producing an
annular eclipse, is indicated by the centre of the Moon disc. In this case it only just
makes contact with the Earth’s surface at high latitudes. It can also be inferred that
since the Moon disc from this viewpoint is shading the centre of the Sun, it obscures
an area on the Earth’s surface where the Eclipse Magnitude will be at least 50%. It is
also noted that the closest alignment of the Moon disc to our locality occurred
around 10:00UT (11:00BST) - this is when we saw our maximum eclipse - about 22%.

(*) Celestia is a freeware 3D Space simulator program to be found at
www.celestia.space. Admittedly it presents a very steep learning curve in order to
attain precise requirements.

However I did find it was easily possible to remove clouds at the click of a mouse; if
only it were so in the real world!

The Partial Solar Eclipse - 2021 June 10
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Partial Solar Eclipse from Cirencester 10th June 2021
By William Jackson

I was unable to see
the start of the
partial eclipse due
to cloud cover.

Actually I did feel
like King Tantalus
from Greek legend.
There was of course
a difference in that
Tantalus was
tantalised by fruit
and water. I was
tantalised by
glimpses of the
eclipse through
gaps in the cloud.
However by the
time it was focussed
the clouds covered
it again. By the time there was another view the Earth had rotated so the eclipse had
to be relocated in the viewfinder. So it continued. It was about halfway through the
event some pictures could be taken.

The set up was a Barlow lens attached to a Canon 60D EOS DSLR camera. This was
inserted in the focuser of the f4.5 150mm Newtonian telescope. The camera was set
to infinity, ISO 100, 1/100 sec.

This is a magenta/cyan pseudo 3D image of the eclipse. Cyan/magenta viewers are
needed to see the effect. [I’m not sure how this will work in the Mercury, but give it a
try - Ed.]
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Sun Spots Return
The Sun may be waking up!

1st July 20201 - Susan Snow

2nd July 2021 Neil Havard

REMINDER - to view / image the Sun you need specialised
equipment and you should not attempt if you do not know
what you are doing. The Society has many members
experienced in solar observing so if you would like to find
out more about how to do it safely please get in touch with
the Observing Director.



LIFT TO MEETINGS SOUGHT -TWIGWORTH AREA
From Derek Maskell
After 26 years membership of CAS it seems that it will lapse unless I can find
someone now who is willing to help me to the meetings as I am no longer able to
drive due to deterioration of the eyes. If anyone could pass through Twigworth to
give me a lift on meeting nights please contact me on 01452 730762.

Thanks, Derek

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are now over due - if you have not yet paid to renew, please do as
soon as you can. Details are available from the coordinator, treasurer and
members secretary on how to do this.

Mike Munden
With thanks to Derek Locke, we heard that Mike Munden passed away on July 2nd,
aged 91. Mike had been a member since at least 1993, though he lapsed a couple of
years ago. I have not been able to find any pictures of Mike, so if anyone has one
please you could send to the Editor, who would also appreciate any memories you
would like to share.
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Officers of the Society
Contact forms are available on the
society website under About /
Committee / Contact Us.

• Neil Havard – Co-ordinator
• Malcolm Mitchell - Membership

Secretary

• Paul Broadhead – Treasurer
• Events Organiser - Rachel Coburn
• Callum Potter - Mercury Editor
• Dave Miller - temporary Website

Manager
• Sue Kear – Secretary
• Susan Snow - Observing Director

NOTICE BOARD Society meetings
coming up
All at 8pm,

14 August – Members’ Night,
by Zoom

11 September - TBA

9 October - TBA

13 November - TBA

11 December - Christmas
Meeting

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE
Contributions for Mercury
are really welcome. Pictures,

sketches, observations, short or
long articles - please send them
in! Don’t worry if you don't think
you are very erudite. Email the
editor at:
mercuryeditor@cotswoldas.org.uk

I f you have any short news, requests, buy or
sell items that you would like to pass onto

members either use the Forum on the society
website, or send to the editor to appear on

this notice board.

mailto:

